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Storytime!



Chapter 1: Me





The Free Lance Star (Fredericksburg, VA), June 27, 1975





Chapter 2: Us



Structural Racism

A system in which public policies, institutional practices, 
cultural representations, and other norms work in various, 
often reinforcing ways to perpetuate racial group inequity. It 
identifies dimensions of our history and culture that have 
allowed privileges associated with “whiteness” and 
disadvantages associated with “color” to endure and adapt 
over time. 

(From: “Glossary for Understanding Structural Racism/Promoting Racial Equity 
Analysis” - The Aspen Institute)



Homeownership in Fairfax County 

Population
Home Ownership 

Rate
Overall 68%

? 76%
? 67%
? 48%
? 44%

Data from “Racial Inequities in Fairfax County: 2011-15” report by the Urban Institute, 
commissioned by the Consumer Health Foundation and the Meyer Foundation.



Homeownership in Fairfax County 

Population
Home Ownership

Rate
Overall 68%
White 76%

API 67%
Hispanic 48%

Black 44%

Data from “Racial Inequities in Fairfax County: 2011-15” report by the Urban Institute, 
commissioned by the Consumer Health Foundation and the Meyer Foundation.



Child Poverty in Fairfax County

Population
Child Poverty 

Rate
Overall 8%

? 4%
? 6%
? 14%
? 16%

Data from “Racial Inequities in Fairfax County: 2011-15” report by the Urban Institute, 
commissioned by the Consumer Health Foundation and the Meyer Foundation.



Child Poverty in Fairfax County

Population
Child Poverty 

Rate
Overall 8%
White 4%

API 6%
Hispanic 14%

Black 16%

Data from “Racial Inequities in Fairfax County: 2011-15” report by the Urban Institute, 
commissioned by the Consumer Health Foundation and the Meyer Foundation.



Fairfax County: Average Household Income, 2011-15
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Racial Equity

The condition that would be achieved if one’s racial identity no 
longer predicted, in a statistical sense, how one fares in 
society. Racial equity is more than the establishment of fair 
treatment, and fundamentally requires that past inequities be 
resolved so that the current conditions, and not just the 
treatment of people, cannot be predicted by race. 

(From: “The Case for Funding Black-Led Social Change” - The Black Social Change 
Funders Network, a project of ABFE: A Philanthropic Partnership for Black 
Communities and the Hill-Snowdon Foundation)



Chapter 3: Now





Vision: A just world that recognizes inequities and builds access, 
opportunity, and power so that all can thrive.

Mission: To advance organizations and efforts that give voice and 
opportunity to historically marginalized populations through 
funding, amplification, capacity building, and collaboration.

Because so many social, economic, and political disparities are deeply 
rooted in racism, we support systems change to advance equity, in 
particular for communities of color, those closest to incarceration, 

immigrants, and refugees.



Desired Outcomes

• COMMUNITY-LEVEL: Change agents from historically marginalized 
populations are empowered to advance equitable and improved 
outcomes for themselves, their families, and their communities.

• GRANTEE-LEVEL: Organizations we support have strengthened their 
capacity to operate equitably and sustainably to advance their goals.

• FOUNDATION-LEVEL: We operate equitably, effectively, and efficiently.



Centering Racial Equity: 
Governance

• Mission/vision/values work
• Board training
• Board composition
• Board expansion
• Investment policy 
• Self-assessment
• Community assessment



Centering Racial Equity: 
Operations

• Hiring and managing staff
• Selecting consultants and 

vendors
• Budgeting
• Policies and procedures



Centering Racial Equity: 
Programs & Grantmaking

• Program design
• RFP accessibility
• Community reviewers
• Proposal eligibility requirements
• Proposal review criteria
• Two-way feedback



“As a sector focused on improving the world around us, we have an 
obligation to interrogate how our own practices and institutions may 
reinforce structural racism and inequality in our society. By centering 
equity and inclusion in all that we do—from grant making and 
investments to hiring and contracting—we are better able to fulfill our 
mission and tackle the root causes of injustice.”

-- Darren Walker, President of the Ford Foundation





“AWAKE" stage: work to increase 
representation by hiring a more 
diverse staff and board

“WOKE" stage: focused on building 
a stronger culture of inclusion and 
an environment in which all are 
able to discuss race equity and 
inequities

“WORK" stage: seek to drive 
internal and external systems 
change by integrating a race equity 
lens into programmatic and 
organizational operations



Racial Equity Implementation 
Guide (REIG) Principles
• Equitable access 
• Equitable contracts 
• Equitable decision-making 
• Equitable governance 
• Equitable ownership 
• Respectful land use 
• Mutual growth 
• Fair and living wages 
• Just working conditions 
• Regenerative investments 
• Movement building 



Potential Policy Solutions 
& Strategic Opportunities
• Surface opportunities to craft broad, 

intersectional policy solutions
• Forge partnerships across urban and 

rural communities
• Support community and indigenous 

leadership through small business 
financing and community capacity 
building

• Advocate for more labor rights and 
balanced ownership of the food 
system

• Invest in immediate solutions in our 
communities, schools, and farms



Core Laws of Power

1. Power compounds

2. Power self-justifies

3. Power is infinite
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